Date of Birth: 06/22/1965
Place of Birth: Mogadishu, Somalia
Sex: Male
Race: Black
Occupation(s): N/A
Height: 5'6"
Weight: 130lbs
Eye Color: Brown
Hair Color: Black
Complexion: Dark
Scars/Tattoos: N/A
Aliases: Cabdi Cilmi Guleed
         Abdir Ahman Ilme Gullet
         Abdi Ali Gulaid
         Abdi Elni Gulaid
Branch of Service: US Navy
Contact Points: N/A
Warrant Number: W112300350, W135009496
NCIS Case Number: 26OCT98-MPPR-0198-7FNA
         24OCT98-MPPR-0197-8FNA
SID Number: N/A

Wanted For: Desertion and Rape

Remarks: Deserted from his duty station, Naval Station Roosevelt Road, PR and is currently wanted for unlawful flight to avoid prosecution for rape charges. Gulaid is believed to have returned to Somalia, but recent intelligence indicates he might be in Charlotte, NC. Gulaid does not have a criminal history but is a frequent alcohol abuser.

If whereabouts are known, immediately notify the nearest field office component of the NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE or NCIS Headquarters at 877-579-3648 or e-mail us at ncipline@ncis.navy.mil.
Field Office contact information is available at http://www.ncis.navy.mil/locations.
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